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for change
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OPINION

We have a
right to know

KARIANNE SUDYKA
STAFF WRITER
The San Jose State University Police
Department received 17 reports of
sexual offenses in 2015. Only five alerts
were sent to students via email and text
message. These statistics were compiled
by the Bay Area News Group.
Reaching the end of October, SJSU
students have received a total of 12
alerts via email and only three of those
alerts were sent to phones. The amount
of actual reports thus far is unknown.
Students received five alerts since the
end of August about indecent exposure
incidents which happened across
campus. The latest was sent as an email
alert on Monday morning about an
incident which happened Sunday night
at 10:57 p.m. University Police was
unable to apprehend the suspect, which
unfortunately is not an uncommon
statement found in alerts. Adding insult

See ALERTS page 6
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Nintendo will be releasing its
newest console ‘Switch’ in March
2017. After a year of teasing and
hype, the Japanese gaming company
officially revealed details regarding
the new console last week.
Previously known as the ‘NX’ in
development, the ‘Switch’ is true to
its name, which allows the console
to easily transform to fit a variety
of playstyles. The console itself
is a portable screen with wireless
controllers that can be used differently
depending on the users choice.
You can slide the controllers onto the
side of the screen and play it on the go
like a tablet, or detach the controllers
and prop the screen up like a miniature
television. At home, you can charge
the ‘Switch’ at a docking station
which connects it to your television.

BEYOND THE FLOOR

KAVIN MISTRY | SPARTAN DAILY
Sophomore, Brandon Clarke, rises up for a lay up during the Spartans practice on Oct. 25 in
preparation for the season opener against Pacific Union inside the Event Center

SEE FULL STORY ON PAGE 8
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As part of the Clothesline
Project,
students
and
faculty
members
are
invited to address the issue
of violence against women
by decorating t-shirts at
the Paseo de Cesar Chavez
this week. The Clothesline
Project is being held by
the Peer Health Education
program with the goal of
creating awareness for
abuse against women.
“We want to show people
that they aren’t alone and
that they are supported by
their fellow students,” said
Sarah Schmitt, a nutritional
sciences graduate student
working the Clothesline
Project booth on Tuesday.

Students and faculty
members are encouraged
to voice their experiences,
thoughts and support
regarding
the
issue
through art or words.
There is a variety of
t-shirts available, each
color-coded to show the
form of abuse and whether
or not the victim survived
the attack.
Education
graduate
student Jen Yee took a
couple minutes Tuesday
morning to stop at the
Clothesline Project booth
and decorate a t-shirt.
Using blue and black
washable markers, Yee
wrote “Don’t let others

See T-SHIRT page 2

TROJAN

SJSU struggles to keep
infections under wraps
BY BENJAMIN
STAFF WRITER

SIEPAK

San Jose State University dropped 20 spots
in its ranking on the 2016 Trojan Brands
Sexual Health Report Card and now sits at
No. 85 out of 140 schools included on the
report card.
The Trojan Sexual Health Report Card
is an annual study that’s been researching
since 2006. It ranks campuses nationwide

based on the sexual health resources and
information available to students.
According to Trojan Brands, campus
health centers are graded on several
different categories including hours of
operation, contraceptive availability, condom
availability, on-site STI (sexually transmitted
infection) testing, quality of sexual health

Is Greek
Life good
for campus?
Vote on
Twitter
@spartandaily
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HUNGER STRIKE

Dissatisfied homeless speaking up
Group known as Homeless Leadership Council to protest against city
BY VICENTE SERNE-ESTRADA
STAFF WRITER
Homeless individuals of San Jose
will gather in front of City Hall this
upcoming Halloween for a hunger strike
to protest against the city and the housing
department. The strike for protesting the
rise of homelessness for people, particularly
veterans, in San Jose was formed by the
Homeless Leadership Council.
Leo Romero, organizer for the
Homeless Leadership Council said that
the homeless community is tired of the
city promising to end homelessness in
San Jose with no prevail.
“It’s a protest and a proposal, we protest
the failure of our leadership,” Romero
said. “We ask that they stop throwing
money at the problem and tap into the

talents of the homeless.”
Romero said they do not wish to cause
commotion, but instead make a point and
get the attention that they need. There
are military veterans and other homeless
individuals that plan on hunger striking
despite their unhealthy state Romero said.
“We want to do this respectfully,” Romero
said. “We want to pray and to fast. We have
been hungry, we’re kind of used to that.”
Romero said the 2003 Homeless Strategy
and Santa Clara County’s Ten-Year Plan
to End Homelessness from 2005 failed to
deliver what was promised.
“In 2003 the city housing department
released a homeless strategy, but that
was more of a guide and overview of
homelessness,” said Ray Bramson,
Division Manager for the City of San Jose

Housing Department. “That’s really a
dated document at this point, it didn’t have
specific milestones necessarily.”
The City of San Jose 2015 Homeless
Census and Survey reported that there were
4,063 homeless people within the city – 69
percent not residing in a shelter.
“This is not a social problem this is a world
problem,” said Tienne Gray, minister and
navy veteran with the Homeless Leadership
Council. “By means of San Jose, one of the
richest [cities] in the country I think we can
be a model for the rest of the country to
show them a solution.”
The homeless rate has dropped about 15
percent from 2013 to 2015 in San Jose,
according to the City of San Jose 2015

See PROTEST page 2
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San Jose blazes trail for
weed delivery
BY BENJAMIN SIEPAK
STAFF WRITER

Medical marijuana dispensaries
in San Jose are ready to roll now
that they can legally deliver to their
patients’ doorsteps.
San Jose is the only city in the county
that allows the sale of medical marijuana
and the city’s dispensaries will now
be able to deliver after San Jose City
Council approved a number of changes
on Oct. 18.
The new set of policies were
passed in favor of the city’s medical
marijuana businesses.
Medical marijuana dispensaries will
now be able to share cultivation sites
and can have two sites to grow at, one in
San Jose and the other can be anywhere
within the state of California.
According to an ABC7 News interview
with Michelle McGurk, assistant to the
San Jose City Manager, deliveries can be
made between 8 a.m. and midnight and
are restricted to patients 21 and older.
In order to become a delivery driver,
a vehicle inspection and background
check are conducted by the San Jose
Police Department.
This means that longtime smokers
and medical marijuana advocates like
Christian Cisneros, 34, will no longer
have to drive several miles each week to
get their greens.
“I drive up to 20 miles sometimes
to buy from my favorite collectives,”
Cisneros, a medical marijuana user,
said. “Now I’ll be saving time and
gas money making less trips to pick up
[medical marijuana].”
The medical marijuana program that
was already in place will still apply
meaning that dispensaries must be
located at least 1,000 feet away from

PROTEST
Continued from page 1
Homeless Census and Survey.
“I think it’s important for everyone
to make their voices heard,” Bramson
said. “There’s also tremendous work
being done and gains that we’ve
never seen before on the issues of
homelessness and housing right now in
our community.”
One request Romero and the
organization desire is a parking lot that
fits about 20 cars so they can convert it
into a city farm. They wish to use these
city farms to live in, work and become
part of civilization.
The San Jose Mercury News reported
that the city of San Jose closed down the

schools and at least 500 feet away from
rehabilitation centers.
The passing of the new laws comes after
an 8-3 vote, according to The Mercury
News, with Mayor Sam Liccardo, Vice
Mayor Rose Herrera and Councilman
Chappie Jones all opposing.
Jerry Strangis, a representative of the
San Jose marijuana dispensary Caliva,
explained to The San Jose Mercury News
how collectives can be more competitive
now that they won’t be constrained to
growing at their collective facilities.
Not only will they now have more room
and space to grow but they will have the
opportunity to serve more patients as
the new laws will allow the collectives
to deliver anywhere in San Jose.
A poll was conducted by San Jose
medical marijuana technology company,
Eaze, to show how many San Jose votereligible residents are in support of
medical marijuana delivery services.
After 500 San Jose residents took part
in the poll, results show that 69 percent
of voters prefer delivery as a form of
access to medical marijuana.
“I’d much rather pay a delivery fee than
make the trip on my own,” said medical
marijuana user Albert Plascencia. “I
think not only will it be effective for
the clubs but will also limit people from
driving high.”
City Councilman Ash Kalra told The
Mercury News that he really pushed for
these changes to be approved with the
voting for Proposition 64 approaching
in November.
“To say that it’s not a priority is not
consistent with how we’ve acted and
doesn’t do us good in terms of being
prepared for what the state does,” Kalra
told The Mercury News.
According to Ballotpedia, if Prop. 64
passes next month, California residents

Jungle — one of the largest homeless
encampments in the country — in
Dec. 2014. According to the Mercury
News, it was shut down because it was
unsuitable for human living and had
caused extreme environmental damage.
Romero believes there are two
misconceptions about the homeless
community. The first being that housing
is the main issue and the second being
that homeless people can work nine-tofive jobs.
“They cannot work nine-to-five jobs,
most of us cannot, and very few of us can,
but most of us cannot because all of us are
crazy,” Romero said.

4,063

Individuals were homeless in 2015

69%

Sheltered

Unsheltered

65%

who are 21 and older will have the right
to purchase recreational marijuana at up
to an ounce (28.5 grams) at a time and
can legally grow up to six plants in a
private home without a card.
The measure will also place two
taxes on recreational marijuana and
the revenue will be applied to drug
treatment, research and safety programs
addressing the use of marijuana.

Prop. 64, also referred to as the “adult
use of marijuana act” will appear on
the California ballot on November 8,
2016. Whether the proposition passes
or not, medical marijuana users will
still have access to the newly approved
delivery services.

Follow Benjamin on Twitter
@benjaminsiepak
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Homelessness in San Jose

31%
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35%

1,409 homeless Individuals in San Jose were
chronically homeless in 2015.
Chronic homelessness is defined as an adult with
a disabling condition that has been homeless for
more than one year or has been homeless four
times within the last three years.
Information gathered from 2015 San Jose Homeless Census and Survey
INFOGRAPHIC VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA | SPARTAN DAILY
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San Jose State University education graduate student Jen Yee designs a T-Shirt on Tuesday to support
victims of violence.

direct your life” in bold letters on a
white t-shirt. She also added a yellow
and orange sun at the bottom.
According to the Clothesline Project
website, white represents women who
died because of violence. However,
the color code is not strictly enforced.
“I have friends that have been
victims of violence,” Yee said. “As
citizens we shouldn’t walk by and
ignore something that is so hushed.”
According to the Feminist Majority
Foundation, only about half of domestic
violence incidents are reported to
police. Research conducted by the
World Health Organization suggests
that up to 70 percent of women have
experienced physical and/or sexual
violence from an intimate partner in
their lifetime.
Once the t-shirts are done, they are
hung on a clothesline either in front of
the Event Center, the Student Health
Center or Clark Hall for people to see
as they walk by. The t-shirts include
messages such as “Stop Violence,”
“You is smart you is kind you is
important,” “To pull the trigger on her
abuser” and more.
Senior liberal studies student Maribel
Avalos was walking to class when the
t-shirts displayed in front of Clark Hall
caught her eye.
“It’s depressing but it’s the truth.
It’s something people need to know

about,” Avalos said. “As a community,
it’s important to show support for
these people.”
The first Clothesline Project was
held on October of 1990 in Hyannis,
Mass. as part of the annual “Take
Back the Night” march and rally.
The event was picked up by Ms., a
feminist magazine, and in following
years the Ryka Rose Foundation and
Carol Cone advertising agency helped
the Clothesline Project gain national
attention. The Clothesline Project
website estimates that there are 500
projects nationally and internationally
with around 50,000 to 60,000 shirts.
The Clothesline Project currently
being held at SJSU was planned
by Daniel Garcia, a senior justice
studies student who is also a member
of Peer Health Education. This is
Garcia’s second time planning a
Clothesline Project.
“This means a lot to me because
it’s something that’s happening and
people aren’t even aware,” Garcia said.
“We’re letting women know that they
are heard.”
The SJSU Clothesline Project will
conclude on Thursday. On the final
day the booth will be located in front
of the Student Health Center.

Follow Francisco on Twitter
@francology_
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information and online resources.
The data collection is conducted
by an independent research
firm, Sperling’s BestPlaces.
The researchers contact student
health center representatives on
each campus and follow-up with
secondary research to verify the
accuracy of their reports.
Despite the opening of the new
Wellness Center on campus last
October, the rankings show that
the overall services and quality
of SJSU’s sexual health resources
are at a decline.
Since the inaugural report
in 2006, schools and students
around the nation are striving to
improve their rankings as Trojan
Brands motive behind the report
card is to encourage students to
be aware and have active interest
in their sexual health.
SJSU’s new ranking comes
as a surprise to many students
on campus who feel like the
resources are readily available.

“It’s kind of ridiculous that
we dropped 20 spots in just
one year,” said senior business
management student Matthew
Robinson.
“I
think
the
resources are there (SJSU) but
students aren’t utilizing them
to their benefit.”
According to the Sexuality
Information
and
Education
Council of the United States
(SIECUS), less than half of adults
between the ages of 18-44 have
never been tested for an STI other
than HIV/AIDS.
Several campuses on the list
offer free on-site STI testing,
including Stanford University
which ranked No. 9 on this year’s
report card. SJSU does not offer
free STI testing nor do they offer
on-site tests; appointments must
be made prior to being tested
through the student health center
and costs fluctuate based on what
is being tested for.
Tammy Resinkin, a junior
marketing student in her first
semester at SJSU says she is
unaware of the services that the
health center offers.

“I haven’t been going here for
very long and I don’t know too
much about it but it’s not good to
hear that sexual health on campus
is declining,” Resinkin said.
The yearly rankings show that
some schools are prioritizing
sexual health more than others,
such as UCLA which moved up
41 spots from last year to this
year. The No. 1 ranked school this
year is the University of Georgia
and the lowest ranked school is
Brigham Young University.
According
to
Stanford
University’s Sexual Health Peer
Resource Center, people ages
15-24 account for more than half
of new STI diagnoses each year
and that 1 in 4 college students
are diagnosed with an STI.
“I think most students are
unaware of these statistics and
don’t take sexual health seriously
until they are directly affected by
a disease or know someone who
is,” said senior communications
student Daniel Casanovas.
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Top 5 Campuses
1. University of Georgia
2. Oregon State University
3. University of Michigan
4. University of Oregon
5. University of Texas

*85. San Jose State University

Bottom 5 Campuses
136. Troy State University
137. Providence College
138. University of Notre Dame
139. St. John’s University
140. Brigham Young University
Data gathered from 2016 Trojan Sexual Health Report Card
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Documentary reveals abuse of women in farming
BY JASON DUNHAM
STAFF WRITER
SJSU’s justice studies department and
the San Jose Peace & Justice Center came
together to educate students on rights and
struggles of immigrant workers with a
showing of FRONTLINE’s documentary
‘Rape in the Fields’ in the Martin Luther
King Jr. Library on Tuesday.
‘Rape in the Fields’ documents the
struggles of female migrant field workers
who are forced to perform sexual acts for
their supervisors. The documentary goes
to lengths to prove that this is a major
problem across the United States and
contains stories from field workers as well
as court cases between the workers, their
supervisors and the companies that employ
them. Many of the workers are faced with
aggression or loss of their jobs if they
refuse to take part in these sexual acts
and since a great deal of field workers are
undocumented, this causes many of them
to fear being deported if they come out
with their stories.
‘Rape in the Fields’ shows the major
problems with these court cases. In the
film, no criminal charges are ever filed
against the accused due to the lack of
physical evidence despite testimonies from
multiple victims.
According to the film, no government
agency worked to help female field workers
until Bill Tamayo became the regional
attorney for the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) in 1995.
“I think that what has been going on is
actually more that what it seems, we don’t
really know what is really happening until
it’s right under our noses,” said senior
justice studies student Andy Huynh. “It
is all a cover up and for a whole bunch of
injustice going on.”
Just this year, a major court case shown in
the film, that started in 2010 against Evans
Fruit and its ranch manager Juan Marin,
who was accused of sexual harassment
by more than a dozen field workers, was

Lawsuit Results
Featured in Documentary
‘Rape in the Fields’

(DACA) was passed by president Obama
in 2012. DACA allows immigrants who
came to the United States prior to 2007
or below 16 years of age to apply for a
renewable, two-year work permit and
exemption from deportation.
The U visa allows victims of violent
crimes to gain residency in the United
States for up to four years so they can
cooperate with police on their cases.
After living with a U visa for three years
they can then apply to become a citizen.
• Supervisor rapes immigrant worker
Another option, the T visa, is similar but
multiple times and subjects her to ver- for immigrants who came into the country
as victims of human trafficking.
verbal
harassment.
bal harassment.
The Violence against Women Act
• Harris Farms was ordered to pay out (VAWA), allows women and men who are
abused spouses or a parent of an abused
a total of $994,000 to the victim.
person under 21 years old to become a full
citizen without help from a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident.
“It is important because there are a lot
of students that are undocumented or they
• An Evans’ Fruit ranch manager is
know someone that is undocumented,”
accused of sexually abusing over ten
said Kevin Nesmith a justice studies
different workers.
senior working at the event. “Once they
gain awareness of the aid that is available
• Evans’ Fruit is ordered to pay
people can spread the word.”
$272,000 to victims and agrees to stop
Margarita Mait, the assistant coordinator
any retaliation against them.
of SJSU’s human rights program, explained
the importance of informing students
about immigration.
“Right now there is a lot of misinformation
out
there about why immigrants are here
• DeCoster Egg Farms allows former
and
what exactly they’re facing,” Mait
manager to sexually abuse two
said. “I think it is really important to get
employees.
the word out.”
Mait encourages anyone interested in
• DeCoster is ordered to pay $85,000
immigration relief to come to the San
to compensate the victims.
Jose Peace and Justice Center, which
offers free assistance with applications,
Data from eeoc.gov
eligibility screenings, and legal referrals.
Images from pixabay.com
Data from eeo
The center is located at 48 S Seventh St.
f
b
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#101 and accepts walk-ins on Mondays and
settled with Evans Fruit paying $272,000 immigrants — particularly those that are Wednesdays from 3 p.m to 7 p.m.
to the victims.
victims of crimes — in order to encourage
After the documentary, students from the students to seek help if needed and also
justice studies department provided a brief inform others.
Follow Jason on Twitter
@judgmented1
run-down on some paths to citizenship for
Deferred Action For Childhood Arrivals

Harris Farms

Evans’ Fruit

DeCoster Egg Farm
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THEATER REVIEW

There was no scam with this ‘Music Man’
Actors ranging from 10 to 50 years old starred in the classic musical at the Montgomery Theater
BY KARIANNE
STAFF WRITER

SUDYKA

The Wells Fargo Wagon made its way
to Downtown San Jose’s Montgomery
Theater for Lyric Theatre’s production
of Meredith Willson’s ‘The Music Man’
throughout the month of October.
With sets built from scratch and a live pit
orchestra, it was clear this production was
going to be good.
After introductions by the stage manager
and requests to shut off electronic devices,
the orchestra set the audience on a trip to
1912 River City, Iowa with a medley of the
musical’s soundtrack.
Setting the scene was a sequence of a
train heading to Iowa with eight travelling
salesmen aboard selling anything from
anvils to band instruments. This scene
was where the audience was introduced
to the infamous Professor Harold Hill,
played by Aaron Weisberg in his debut
with Lyric Theatre.
Five salesmen sat around a table playing
cards and talking about their ventures. They
all soon broke into a rhythmic song about
Hill not knowing “the territory.” The tempo
of the song was based off of the train’s
speed. There were a couple of times were
soloists would fall a beat or two behind, but
nothing too major to ruin the song.
Upon arriving at River City, Hill
departed from the train to immediately get
to his next scheme. The audience then sees
the city, 2,200 in population, in a natural
setting before they set off in song. River
City townsfolk sing about how shallow
they can be to outsiders while having the
perfect synced energy as an ensemble.
A couple notes fell slightly flat, but this
was not noticeable to someone with an
untrained ear.
A couple of set changes and Professor
Harold Hill stirring up panic among the
citizens later, the audience was introduced
to the Paroo family. The Paroos are

composed of leading lady Marian, played
by Alicia Teeter, Mrs. Paroo, played by
Rebecca Brownson and Winthrop, played
by Will Giblin.
The Paroos Irish in origin, are the average
family in the middle of Iowa, except Marian,
the city librarian and piano teacher, is a bit
controversial among the other women in city.
Teeter reacts perfectly with every
situation in which Marian is involved. Any
negative comment toward her character,
Teeter instantly transforms her facial
features to show the proper emotion.
Teeter also has a beautiful singing voice.
To the trained ear, it is clear that she is
a classically trained opera singer. Though
‘The Music Man’ was her debut with
Lyric Theatre, Teeter was definitely no
stranger to the stage and performing as a
lead character.
Later on, Weisberg performed a
wonderful rendition of ‘76 Trombones’
with the rest of the ensemble. Though it
seemed to be approximately 10 minutes
in length, the entire song was filled with
energy as a majority of the cast was
constantly moving and dancing across the
stage. It was incredibly enticing and kept
the audience engaged.
Throughout the musical, there were
many long song and dance sequences.
One that stood out to me in particular
was ‘Shipoopi.’ Being familiar with ‘The
Music Man,’ I always imagine the dance
sequence to be similar to that of the 1962
movie adaptation starring Robert Preston
as Professor Harold Hill.
Normally,
productions don’t get quite that into the
sequence as in the 1962 movie. Today,
however, I was ecstatic to see the whole
sequence unfold less than 25 feet in front
of me as the citizens of River City danced
their way around the stage in almost
identical form.
Aside from a few slight note cracks, I was
amazed and impressed by Lyric Theatre’s
production of ‘The Music Man.’ It was

a fabulous performance for anyone who
loves musical theater or even someone
seeing their first musical production. I
recommend and encourage seeing any of
this theater groups’ productions, especially
if they are as great of quality as this one.
It was almost as though I paid $30 to see a

Broadway production, but only had to walk
a few blocks off of campus!

Follow Karianne on Twitter
@ktsudyka
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Total cast members

2,200
*according to the musical

Citizens of
River City, Iowa
circa 1912*

1957

28

Cast members
debuting with
Lyric Theatre

Year The Music Man originally debuted on
Broadway and received five Tony Awards
compiled from IBDB
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Students, Faculty & Staff
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Show us your SJSU Student I.D.
at our City Centre Branch and
RECEIVE A FREE GIFT!*


Free Rewards Checking;
No minimum balance or
Direct Deposit requirement.



Free Online and Mobile Banking



Free, unlimited ATM use at
CO-OP network, 7-Eleven Stores
and County Federal ATM Locations.



Free Car Buying Service
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Free Financial Education Seminars.



Multiple Branch Locations, many
conveniently open on Saturdays!

Santa Clara County
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SWITCH
Continued from page 1
This is the first Nintendo console that doubles
up as a portable and home console unit.
In the reveal trailer, numerous video
games were shown, hinting at possible
‘Switch’ launch titles. Multiple games
already released on the ‘Wii U’ and other
consoles were shown, like ‘Splatoon’ and
‘TES: Skyrim.’ You can see a young woman
playing a what appears to be a ‘Super
Mario Bros’ tech demo. Heavily featured
throughout the reveal was gameplay footage
of the anticipated next installment of ‘The
Legend of Zelda: ‘Breath of the Wild.’
The reveal video itself shows multiple
young adults playing the ‘Switch’ in a
variety of situations. Additionally, the video
showcases the ‘Switch’ played in a hardcore
and casual setting.
The lack of children in the video may
indicate a demographic rebranding on
Nintendo’s part, which has always had a
reputation of being too childish or casual.
The official announcement of the ‘Switch’
followed nearly a year of floating rumors
and Nintendo deliberately teasing the
existence of a new console.
The ‘NX,’ as the ‘Switch’ was previously
known as, has been in development since
as early as March 2015. According to
Nintendo’s previous president and CEO

Satoru Iwata, the design and functionality
of the Switch is a purposeful move to
attract the growing mobile market in
Japan and elsewhere. Various patents
regarding the experimental nature of the
‘Switch’s’ design had been leaked before
the official announcement.
Since the release of the ‘Wii,’ Nintendo
has focused on different playstyles instead
of graphical power to attract customers. The
‘Wii’ emphasized motion controls, the ‘Wii
U’ employed the touch screen gamepad, and
the ‘3DS’ introduced optional 3-D graphics.
The ‘Switch’ continues in a similar vein,
but has substituted peculiar gimmicks for
portability, which will undoubtedly be a hit
among older and younger gamers.
“It’s a new way of playing games, which I
think will have a larger impact that the ‘Wii
U,’ Nintendo president Tatsumi Kimishima
said in an interview with Asahi Shimbu.
“But I don’t feel it’s a pure replacement for
the ‘Wii U.’”
Nintendo has stated that the focus on
the ‘Wii U’ would slow down, but not be
ignored with the release of the ‘Switch.’ The
‘Wii U’ has been a marked failure for the
Japanese gaming giant, selling only a tenth
of what it’s predecessor, the ‘Wii’ sold. This
failure could explain Nintendo’s aggressive
rebranding with the ‘Switch.’

Follow Yale on Twitter
@yyaleyy
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VIDEO GAME REVIEW

‘Gears of War 4’ manages to both impress and underwhelm
BY JASON DUNHAM
STAFF WRITER

Released on October 11, 2016 to
Xbox One and Windows 10 PCs,
‘Gears of War 4’ comes packing
all the usual modes for the series,
including a brand new campaign
set 25 years after ‘Gears of War
3,’ “competitive multiplayer” and
the “cooperative survival mode”
called “horde mode.”
Though the game offers a
variety of modes and gameplay
types for the player, not all parts
of the game are set to the same
high standard, ultimately hurting
the entire experience as a whole.
First things first, the game
looks great and is one of the best
performing games I have played in
the past few years. Environments
are richly detailed, from the
futuristic military settlements
to old abandoned mines. The
game is definitely a looker and
also manages some cool lighting
effects due to the planet Sera’s
erratic weather patterns, a side
effect of the wars that previously
ravaged the surface.
The Windows 10 version comes
equipped with a massive amount
of video settings, allowing the
player to tweak the performance
however they see fit or to their
hardware needs. Players can also
test out the settings via an in-game
benchmarking tool, an option that
seems to be becoming more and
more of a rarity in games today
and is certainly nice to see here.
As mentioned before, the
game’s campaign takes place
25 years after the story of

‘Gears of War 3’ and features
a new protagonist, James
Dominic Fenix, commonly
referred to as JD, the son of the
protagonist Marcus Fenix from
the other ‘Gears of War’ games,
excluding spinoff ‘Gears of
War: Judgment.’
I want to preface my thoughts
on the campaign by first saying
that this is my first time really
spending time with a campaign
in the series so I didn’t come
in with complete background
knowledge on the franchise.
This being said, I ultimately
found the campaign to be lacking
in the gameplay department
compared to other titles released
in the last few years. I found
that there is simply not enough
variety to the gameplay loop
which almost entirely consists
of mowing down bunches of
enemies with a few of the most
versatile machine guns in the
game. The game also suffers from
somewhat poor checkpointing.
I often found myself frustrated
with the amount I had to replay
after dieing. Throughout the story
you come across gun turrets and
every time this happened I knew
that I would soon be using this
turret to hold out the area against
waves of enemies.
The first few hours of the
story are particularly suspect as
the only enemy types are three
different robots that pretty much
use the same three weapons and
show up in droves to be mowed
down by JD and his companions.
The campaign does try to mix

Sudoku Puzzle

things up occasionally such as an
early-on motorcycle driving set
piece that looks cool but doesn’t
necessarily control all that great.
The campaign manages to pick
up a few hours in and I felt that
fans of the series could definitely
get something out of the story if
they stick through the initial slow
burn. The campaign also offers
both local and online two player
co-ops, which I recommend as it
is more fun playing with a friend.
The second portion of the game
the “competitive multiplayer” is
definitely the highpoint of the
entire package. It features eight
different modes on 10 different
maps with more maps coming
later. Game modes range from
traditional team deathmatch to a
variation called dodgeball where
kills bring a dead player from
your team back to life.
The weapons felt well-balanced
for the multiplayer as each has
its place in different types of
encounters such as close range
and long distance. The new
enforcer machine gun can hold
its own against the series’s
famous gnasher shotgun with a
bit of space between you and the
enemy. The power weapons such
as rocket launchers and sniper
rifles that spawn on the map are
also well placed and can be used
very effectively if you are able to
pick one up.
The final “horde mode” has
a lot of promise and I found it
to be the way to go if you want
fight all enemies in ‘Gears of
War 4.’ In “horde mode,” teams

SCREENGRAB FROM ‘GEARS OF WAR 4 ‘
Robot enemies known as DeeBees appear a lot during the beginning of the campaign.

of players pick from one of
five classes and fight up to 50
waves of increasingly difficult
enemies while earning currency
to purchase defense turrets and
improved weapons.
The biggest issue with “horde
mode” is the fact that the mode
is held back by the game’s use
of random loot boxes for both
cosmetic items and “horde mode”
class upgrades. By playing the
game or spending real money,
players can purchase loot boxes
that contain five random items.
In “competitive multiplayer,” this
is not a big deal as all the items for
that mode are purely cosmetic and
do not affect gameplay. However,
“horde mode” players must unlock
what are essentially upgrades that
they can slot into the classes such
as increased weapon damage or
run speed.
These upgrades must be unlocked
via random chests, resulting in an
experience where a player can pay
to outperform others in “horde
mode.” These upgrades must be
unlocked from these chests and

due to the random nature you are
essentially unable to get what you
want without luck.
You can destroy items earned
from these chests to gain scrap
that can be used to craft the
items that you want but ironically
you are unable to craft these
“horde mode” upgrades without
receiving them from a chest first.
All these elements add up to
a game that is a mixed bag. It
ultimately comes down to what the
player wants to get out of a ‘Gears
of War’ game when making a
decision to pick this game up.
If you enjoy the competitive
multiplayer aspect of the ‘Gears of
War’ series then I can recommend
this game whole heartedly. If
you are into the plot of ‘Gears’
or the “horde mode,” you should
consider how the loot boxes and
story makes you feel about the
experience before picking it up.

Follow Jason on Twitter
@judgmented1
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EMPLOYMENT
Warehouse Order Puller
Order Pulling Position
Established Distribution
Company
Part Time with Flexible
Hours
or
Full Time M-F with Full
%HQHÀWV
Apply in Person
Golden State Activewear
2070 S. 7th Street, Suite E
San Jose, CA
Just 6 Blocks South of
Spartan Stadium
No Phone Calls Please

Complete the grid so that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9
inclusively.

Email sprestine@yahoo.com
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ACROSS
1 Having packed on
the years
5 Fair share, often
9 Agenda entries
14 Was a
passenger
15 Abbr. at the end of
lists, sometimes
16 Kathmandu’s locale
17 Blue hue
18 Opera solo
19 Egypt’s capital
20 Painful thing to
pull
23 Olympic powerhouse
24 “___ you sure?”
25 Crooked
29 Joke
31 Hardware for a
bulletin board
35 Disdain
36 Part of a TV feed
38 Couple thousand
pounds
39 Sandwich feature,
often
42 Nightfall, poetically
43 Fertile type of soil
44 (IV\[[VNVVɈ
45 Branch headquarters?
47 Functioned as
48 Everyday or usual
49 Bitterly regret
51 Darjeeling, for one
52 Company picnic
event
61 It’s what’s happening now

62 Artist
Chagall
63 False god
64 Flower girl, often
65 About
66 Dice dots
67 Certain venomous
snake
68 Put on weight
69 Eyelid
HɊPJ[PVU
DOWN
1 Flatfoot’s lack
2 “Duchess of Alba”
painter
3 Dutch dairy product
4 Shelters for some
animals
5 The real
Citizen Kane
6 Skylit
lobbies
7 “Lie” form
8 It represents a
country
9 Bring upon oneself
10 Child’s dishes
11 Cast-of-thousands
ÄST
12 Loose, crumbly
deposit
13 FFFNPUÄaa
21 Kind of vision
22 David Blaine’s art
25 Colorado resort
26 Debris of fallen
rocks
27 Nutty birds?
28 Circle
section

29
30
32
33
34

Take a wild stab
Does a bit of math
Mr. T’s TV unit
___ del Sol
Prepare to propose
36 Between ports
37 Cleveland native
40 Scattered, as seed
41 “To ___ is human
…”
46 Hypnotic state
48 Converted liberal,
informally
50 Anesthetized
51 ;OL`ZOV^VɈHIZ
of stone
52 Volcano in Sicily
53 Electrical power
network
54 Turned right, on a
horse
55 Bad air
56 ¸3LNHS¹WYLÄ_
57 Tears
violently
58 Mine
entrance
59 Cheat, in a way
60 “… or ___!”
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Nobel Prize picking process is not so noble

SHELLISE WEST
STAFF WRITER
The word “inclusion” is not
comprehensible, at least to
committees when selecting
nominees for renowned awards
that now include the Nobel Prize.
The Nobel Prize began
awarding its first nominees in
1901 and was created by Alfred
Nobel, a Swedish chemist who
utilized his patents to create the
prestigious award according to
the Nobel Prize website.
The institution has issued
out 104 awards to individuals
with a goal to highlight those

who have contributed to each
division nominated and selected
by awarding institutions.
In his will, Nobel left his
fortune
establishing
the
prize that has now become
internationally recognized by
each of its winners, who all
hold a unique contribution to
their field.
Categories for the award include
physics, chemistry, literature,
peace, economics, physiology
and medicine, giving space for
many potential awardees of
diverse backgrounds.
Notable individuals who have
won the award include Civil
Rights activist Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., President Barack
Obama and Mother Teresa.
Chosen carefully by each
division, nine out of the 11
winners in 2016 happen to be
white. This year’s selection has
included Colombian leader Juan

ALERTS
Continued from page 1
to injury, students did not receive this
indecent exposure notice until 12 hours
after the incident.
After five events of indecent exposure,
you would think we would be alerted
more promptly than 12 hours after the
fact. The suspect involved with the
most recent report is still on the loose
as far as students are aware. In regards
to this incident, the UPD put physical
notices in buildings across campus even
later after it happened.
Even more unfortunate is that students
were not told about two sexual assaults last
month which were allegedly committed by a
member of the university’s water polo team.
What’s even more ridiculous than that is
we only found out about the entire incident
after TV news vans starting appearing
around campus! It’s embarrassing when
news crews are interviewing students all
over campus and having no one know
what the news media are talking about.
Not knowing that such a crime happened
on our campus, especially after the
high-profile Brock Turner rape case, it’s
honestly infuriating.
A San Jose State student who reported
an assault on her at an off-campus party
said the notice would have been helpful
and make students aware that horrible
incidences similar to the Turner rape
case could happen to them. She said
“because I sure didn’t know it could
happen to me.”
According to SJSU president Mary

Manuel Santos who won the
Nobel Peace Prize for bringing
the Colombian Civil War to
an end after 50 years in June,
according to Time magazine.
Yoshinori Ohsumi, a Japanese
biologist stood out as the
second representative who has
won the prize for his findings
in autophagy, a process that
deals with the destruction of
cells in the body.
The 2016 Academy Awards
stunned viewers for the second
year without any nominees of
color and the Emmy’s created a
solution for this by including them
without receiving any backlash.
In comparison to the outrage
amongst the 2016 Academy
Award nominees, the push
for change that included the
hashtag
#OscarsSoWhite
sparked a debate within the
entertainment world.
Winner Halle Berry won Best

Papazian, the school followed the proper
procedures in regards to the water
polo case. However, she also said the
university is going to assess its protocols.
Signed in 1990, the Clery Act “requires
colleges to collect and report annual
crime statistics and to issue email or text
alerts about certain crimes, from robbery
to rape, when they pose a threat to the
campus,” according to the Mercury
News. In accordance with the Clery Act,
the UPD of San Jose is fulfilling its job
of notifying students about crimes which
may pose a threat to the campus.
Though I’m happy that the UPD does
send us alerts from time-to-time, especially
with the alarming amount of lewd acts
popping up around campus, it’s extremely
disappointing that major news, such as last
month’s sexual assaults, was kept from
the student population. No major details
needed to be released, just a warning of
being careful of a potential suspect involved
in an alleged sexual assault would have
been at least suitable. Students did not find
out about the allegations until a month later
when news crews started asking questions
around campus.
SJSU isn’t the only university where
alerting students seems to be a very low
priority. In a recent article from the
Mercury News, Stanford University had
a total of 39 reported sex offenses, yet
only one was made aware to the student
population in 2015. Students of Stanford
were not issued an alert regarding Turner
rape crime.
On the other hand, students at the
University of California, Berkeley were
notified of two sexual assaults which

WRITE
TO US

Actress in a Leading Role for the
film ‘Monster’s Ball’ in 2002,
making her and actor Denzel
Washington the fi rst Black duo
to win an award that night.
Origins of these awards do
not give space for inclusion and
it will only begin when each
electing committee learns to
acknowledge this in relevance to
America’s racial tension today.
Calling for change within a
foundation that was created in
a country with people of ethnic
backgrounds that includes
Finnish, Norwegian and Turks
implies that diversity may not
be the primary goal.
These facts can prove that
a diversity issue could be
brewing amongst each Nobel
Prize committee, America’s
unrest could refine this one
division at a time.
If the 2016 Emmy’s shattered
the Academy Awards’ failure to

# of reports

6

0

nominate people of color with a
show that also embraced its 18
nominees who were all nominated
throughout each category.
Nobel Prize institutions can
do a better job at choosing who
to consider when accepting
letters from nominees and
their supporters.
As each committee chooses
laureates who are not people of
color, it seems as if it is a slap
in the face to potential nominees
who have dedicated their time to
literature, medicine and sciences.
Being that it is 2016, racial
inclusivity should not be
an issue when selecting an
individual for any award,
renowned or not, a diverse
world should include the people
who usually go misrepresented
and not just one race.

Follow Shellise on Twitter
@soulfulpenned

alerts issued

CSU East Bay
11
39
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SFSU
1

Stanford
11

UC Berkeley
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happened at fraternity parties last week.
As a result, the Greek organizations
across Berkeley’s campus took action by
halting activities in order to “re-evaluate
our risk management practices and care
for those who have been affected.”
Captain Frank Belcastro of the San
Jose State University Police Department
said “If you put too many alerts out, the
danger is you’re going to inoculate the
campus community against the alerts
and they won’t pay attention.”
Sorry Captain, but I must disagree with
you. Without proper alerts, students can
become complacent.

We as a populous don’t know when
serious crimes, especially those regarding
sexual assault, are happening around us.
Not knowing who could be next or what
the community as a whole can do about
preventing such heinous crimes.
The student population of San Jose
State University is aware enough of what
happens across the country.
Students saw what happened at Stanford
and they see what is happening on their
own campus. To further our protection
and awareness, we need to know.
Follow Karianne on Twitter
@ktsudyka

Letters to the Editor may be placed in the letters to the editor box
in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent
by fax to (408) 942-3282, emailed to spartandaily@gmail.com
or written to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor at 1 Washington
Square, San Jose, CA, 95192-0149. Letters must contain the author’s
name, address, phone number, signature and major. Please make
letters 300 words or less. Letters may be edited for spelling and
clarity by Spartan Daily editors.

Benjamin Siepak

Mack Lundstrom
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VOLLEYBALL

ACED

IT

BY VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA
STAFF WRITER
You can’t predict who you will
end up spending the rest your
life with, you can only hope that
your other half balances and
complements your qualities.
After
playing
volleyball
professionally around the world,
San Jose State’s successful
Head and Associate Head
Volleyball coaches, Jolene and
Aaron Shepardson found love
and balance through the game
in Colorado.
Aaron played professionally
in Indonesia as well as in
Belgium before returning to his
home of Colorado. Jolene was a
professional in Austria before
moving to Colorado where a
volleyball friend claims to have
set the two up.
They fell in love, got married
and sparked their coaching
careers together from there.
“Our relationship started around

coaching and around volleyball,”
Jolene said. “Honestly it’s been
that way ever since … That’s
really all we know is working
together and being married.”
The duo started coaching a club
team in Colorado after getting
married 10 years ago.
The Shepardsons caught the
attention of CSU Bakersfield, so
they packed their bags and came
to turn the team around. They
coached there for three years
where they turned their team
from a 0-31 to a 21-12 team in
their last year.
In 2014, the Shepardsons
moved to San Jose when Jolene
was hired as the head coach for
the women’s volleyball team at
San Jose State. Aaron joined the
coaching staff as the associate
head coach while also taking the
job as the head coach for women’s
beach volleyball.
Both agree that there is one
main goal this season.
“The plan is to win the Mountain

West Conference, that’s what we
came here to do,” Aaron said.
Both coaches bring a lot of
experience and dedication to the
volleyball programs, but they
each bring their own styles and
methods to coaching.
“She’s probably the most
competitive person that any of
us will probably ever meet,”
Aaron said. “She brings a passion
for the competition, she brings
an attitude of a winner to what
we do, she’s the one that is the
inspiration behind all of this.
As for Aaron, he brings a
dedicated and tactical approach
to every practice and game.
“Aaron is very meticulous and
detailed, so he’s very good with
training and coaching in the
gym,” Jolene said. “Not only the
technical aspects, but helping
the players really enhance their
game. He teaches them to be
better people and better athletes
and execute their jobs over and
over again on the court.”

KAVIN MISTRY | SPARTAN DAILY
The Spartans encircle Associate Coach Aaron Shepardson as he talks to his team during a timeout in a game played inside Spartan Gym

Since arriving at SJSU, the
husband and wife duo has really
improved the team’s attitude and
overall spirit as well as talent.
“Their culture is definitely
growing stronger. We got a good
foundation and a very young and
talented team both on and off
the court,” Jolene said. “We’re
working our way up, trying to
get better and better to take down
our conference opponents and
increase our rankings.”
Many would think that being
married and coaching together
would get in the way of their
performance, but the power
couple doesn’t let their personal
life get in the way of their
coaching life.
“Honestly inside the court we
sometimes don’t even remember
that they are a couple because
they are really professional,”
libero Luiza Andrade said.
Andrade sees the Shepardsons
and the members of her team
almost as a second family.
“I really appreciate their attitude
all the time,” Andrade said. “They
are people that always bring us
up, they never let us down, they
never have their heads down, they
never look to the floor, they never
look back, they always believe a
lot in us.”
The couple tries to get away
from their volleyball-engulfed
life with their weekly date nights,
but they always seem to end up
back on the topic of volleyball.
“We tried to do the whole date
night where you don’t talk about
work at all and that didn’t go so
well,” Jolene said. “We talk about
our team because we love and we
think about them a lot and we
also talk about our family and
our lives as well. It’s kind of a
balance, but other than that we’re

kind of volleyball junkies.”
When they do manage to get
their minds off the sport, the
Shepardsons spend all of their
time devoted to their three kids:
four-year-old Mirabelle, threeyear-old McCoy and 17-monthold Marielle.
The team really only remembers
that the Shepardsons are married
when they see the kids running
around on the court after their
game has ended. Jolene says that
the team loves her children and
says that it helps create a familyoriented team.
“Honestly a lot of people may
think it’s weird to work with your
spouse,” Jolene said. “But that’s
a huge benefit to have someone
that’s reliable and someone you
respect and someone that you love
and is consistently going to be
there. I think that’s an advantage
and I think we can use that to take
over this conference.”
In just their third season
in charge of the team, the
Shepardsons have continued
to build a strong dynamic and
culture to SJSU.
The team has gotten better in
each of their seasons finishing
4-27 in 2014, 13-18 in 2015.
The 2016 season has been
an improvement again as the
team is 10-12 with eight games
remaining in the regular season.
The Shepardsons hope that
their coaching will eventually
lead the team to a Mountain West
Conference title.

Follow Vicente on Twitter
@vinceserna_
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BASKETBALL PREVIEW

Players reveal gameday superstitions
By Kavin Mistry
columnist

Every athlete has his or her own way of getting
prepared for a game, from odd superstitions to
rituals to get them game ready.
“Everything I do goes left first,” said Myzhanique
My Ladd. “Left side sock, left shoe, left pants, really
everything. I am pretty superstitious.”
People use the phrase “It’s only weird if it doesn’t
work” and the SJSU basketball teams certainly
embrace that mentality.
“I listen to certain songs,” said Jasmine Smith.
“I don’t like listening to hype music before games
because it startles me.”
Each athlete has a way of getting themselves ready
for a game, for the men’s team, a few of them take a
more basketball-centric approach.
“I usually eat a good meal and then go through
walkthrough,” said sophomore forward Ryan
Welage. “After that I usually stick around and put
up some extra shots then team meal and then shoot
some more.”
Sophomore forward Cody Schwartz is also more of
the mellow type before games. He said he likes to
take it easy, listen to good music and get in the zone.
Life outside of basketball can be tough for these
athletes. Since they play in the winter season,
practice doesn’t stop until after the season is over in
spring semester.
“What life do I have?” Ladd said. “Usually just
relaxing and Netflix. I mean I don’t know, there is a
life out there, but when you come here it is really just
about school and ball.”
It can be tough balancing school and sports for these
athletes. Ladd said on the road it becomes the hardest
trying to keep up with school work while having to
miss class.
“I usually just chill with the guys when I’m not
playing ball,” Welage said. “We usually play video
games, ping pong and whatever else to chill out with
the guys.”
On the men’s side, they said they like to spend a lot
of time with each other even off the court.
“We play a lot of Madden and NBA 2K,” said
sophomore forward Brandon Clarke.
Both teams take the floor Tuesday Nov. 1 at the
Event Center, a nighttime doubleheader for the first
preseason game.
Follow Kavin on Twitter
@kavinm95

SPARTAN UP

HEADLINES FOR THIS WEEKEND’S SPARTAN ACTION

Spartans compete in events across the country

A number of SJSU’s teams will hit
the road this weekend, playing games
across the nation. Men’s soccer plays
two games, against Fresno State and
the University of Missouri Kansas City
before coming back home for their last
game the following weekend. Men’s
golf travels to El Paso, Texas for the
Price’s Give ‘Em Five Invitational and
will attempt to bounce back from the
team’s last event, when they finished
13th out of 15. Women’s volleyball
heads to Nevada and New Mexico to
play two games in three days. Men’s
water Polo plays a match against
Pepperdine in Saratoga on Friday , the
closest to campus of these events.Both
the men’s and women’s cross country
teams will take part in the Mountain
West Championship on Friday as well.

Women’s soccer challenges for regular season title
The Spartans enter the final
weekend of the regular season
in second place in the Mountain
West and on a four game winning
streak, winning each by at least
two goals. On Thursday, SJSU
goes head to head with rival
Fresno State on a day which
can end up one of several ways.
If the Spartans win and UNLV
loses or ties then SJSU would
win the regular season title.
Another way that the Spartans
can win the regular season title
is with a tie, plus a UNLV loss
along with a tie or a loss for
San Diego State. The regular
season champion would be the
#1-seed in the Mountain West
Tournament and would have
the right to host the conference
tournament next season.
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(Top Left) Senior guard Dezz Ramos works on her freethrows
during practice.
(Bottom Left) Junior forward Brandon Mitchell rises up for a
dunk.
(Top Right) Senior guard Gary Williams Jr. shoots a jumpshot
in practice.
(Middle Right) Freshman guard Isaiah Nichols lines up a shot
as he works with a coach.
(Bottom Right) Junior guard Myzhanique Ladd eyes the ball as
it bounces towards her.

